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From Bestselling author Steph Young; Someone or Something unknown, that we cannot define; is

taking young college men. Snatched soundlessly, never to be seen again. Or returned; dead.

Strange and highly unusual predators. Highly intelligent. Very successful. And able to overpower

them in an instant. It isnâ€™t stopping; it appears to be escalating, and no-one knows why.... This is

a puzzle. A very deadly one. Young college men are vanishing without a trace, only to be found

dead; weeks or months later, in remote rivers or creeks, in areas that searched multiple times

before; their bodies later discovered there, as though placed to be found.Here follows some very

troubling and disturbing true accounts.â€œThe naughty boys, wellâ€¦.they go directly into the shallow

water. And then, they are all goneâ€¦no ghost, no memoriesâ€¦as if they never lived in the first place.

And then they stay there; awake and afraid.â€•â€œThe evil is rampant and deep and widespread. He

was tortured, taken to the river and killed. Then his body was â€˜positionedâ€™ and taken to a

different part of the water.â€•â€œNobody will speculate on the disappearances because they don't

understand the sinister nature of the world they are living in. This is dark alchemy indeed.â€•

â€œOnce so vital, he is nowâ€¦..grist for the mill. For a machineâ€¦..A machine full of teeth he never

saw coming.â€• â€œWe take what we need and leave. Understand this: This is necessary. Life feeds

on life feeds on life feeds on death feeds on life.â€• â€œIf people knew the depth of this, they would

be terrified to be outside at night, whether out in the country or in the city.â€•This is the True Story of

the Smiley Face Killers....Steph Young has been a guest on the national radio show Coast to Coast

AM, discussing these Bestselling Books, as well as other radio shows, and can be found on

YouTube channels "Where did the Road Go?' and the 'Higherside Chats.'Steph is an avid

researcher into occult unexplained mysteries, supernatural occult mysteries, spiritual & esoteric

enigmas, curiosities & wonders, and the world of the unknown. Curiosities & Wonders, Crime and

conspiracy, and sometimes Murder....facebook: Steph Young

(Author)Stephenyoungauthor@hotmail.com > Kindle eBooks > Religion & Spirituality > Occult >

Unexplained MysteriesKindle Store > Kindle eBooks > Reference > Trivia & Fun Facts > Curiosities

& Wonders
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This is almost 'The Perfect Crime.' It is a riveting non-fiction true crime story about a high number of

young college age men being found dead in the water across the United States.They didn't die in

the water; they were killed and then held and then taken to the water and placed into it.There are a

number of suspects and they believe they have found the perfect crime.Young men across America

are being abducted and later killed.This is a public safety warning; it has been happening for more

than a decade.It could happen to your son.''They" are fast, silent, and 100% successful.It was a fast

and horrifying read.

This is a fantastic book and one of the best Stephen Young books I have read. It keeps your interest

from the very beginning and It has been going on since the early â€™90â€™s, and quite likely since

before then.Really He's an excellent writer.So really I love it and highly recommend it.

The thought that this is going on in our society today is unbelievably frightening. This book â€œ

Dead in the Water; Forever Awake is gonna haunt my dreams. This author has done a phenomenal

job at researching this information to pass onto us. The amount of cases is staggering and the

darkness of these Smiley Face killers is terrifying. I will be petrified to see my son head off to the bar

with his buddies after reading this. It is by far the creepiest book I have read and because itâ€™s a



true story and ongoing, it makes it even more horrifying!

A wave of disappearing of young men engulfs in the modern society. Their deaths are mysterious

and even with the modern technology the science of autopsy cannot seem to find the answer to the

puzzle. The government is reluctant to offer any substantial news to the unexplained deaths and

drowning of young men. As CCTV footage indicates, Zachary was seen entering a river and left it

but mysteriously not even his body or anything that indicates his presence there is recovered. I love

the fiction in the book and the mystery that it holds making you continue reading to try to discover

what will happen next, or the killers will be identified. It is a four start book that most people will find

very fascinating.

Incredibly interesting, however, I found myself becoming worried about letting my son go off to

college. He fits the type of victim to the tee. Yes this book frightened me for him. The author also

has up to date cases in this book. At first some of the ideas of who could be doing this seemed over

the top until you start researching them. Great book

I honestly don't know what to think when I finished reading this book. It's scary to think these young

men are being hunted and killed. The only think with me is that I just don't believe the satanic or

odd-dimensional kind of theories. I'm more of a realist and think that these deaths were intentional,

but not really super natural. Again how would I know? These stories keep me up and worried, I don't

live anywhere near the forest and no where near a river. There's a few creeks where I live that

currently being bulldozed over. I just hope these deaths will stop one day. I will say though with the

Sunil, I did see a documentary where a family member said he did contemplate suicide many times,

but I guess we will never know. Love your work Stephen!!!

I love all of the books written by, Stephen Young. They are fascinating, entertaining, and she makes

you feel a real connection to the story. These books are easy to read and will leave you craving

more.

This book is laughably bad. I got about 25% done and gave up.There appears to be no research. All

the stories are anecdotal. The narrative bounces around from topic to topic.Worst of all..the book is

just dull. Many paragraphs and thoughts are repeated. And repeated.The cases are interesting, but

the writing and content is very poor.
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